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 A

learning object is defined by IEEE as
“any entity, digital or non-digital, that
may be used for learning, education or
training"

 8

year search for a “good” tool.
 Voice recording Solutions
• Camtasia Studio
• Adobe Presenter
• Echo 360
 What

is missing?
 Question: How can we develop a
traditional chalkboard experience for
students?

 Tablet Technology
 Gateway

Tablets (2004)

 Pro

• Write and record step by

step problems using
Camtasia Studio.
• Great for grading!
 Con

• Expensive

 Familiar

pen and paper format
 Digital handwritten ink and synchronous
voice recording
 Uploaded to a website
 Assigned a URL

 Livescribe

Pulse & Echo Smartpens looks
like a somewhat large pen. They are a bit
thicker than a regular pen, but they don’t
feel abnormally large or heavy.
 The ink pen is simply an INK PEN. The
specially encoded paper is still just
PAPER!
 So how does it write? – Just like pen and
paper!

Anything You Want!

 Turn

It On!
 Write on the Special Livescribe dotencoded paper.
 If you want it to record your voice, simply
Click the “Record Button” and Click the
Stop Button when you want to Stop
recording audio.
 You can “Tap” anywhere on the notes you
have written, and it will play back the
audio that occurred at that time.

Undergraduate Survey at UTM

 Three

semesters of class data for AGET 110

• Class A - Spring 2010-traditional lecture based

teaching methods (Control)
• Class B - Fall 2010 - traditional lecture based
teaching methods and DLOs created with the
Smartpen
• Class C - Spring 2011 - traditional lecture based
teaching methods and DLOs created with the
Smartpen
 Student

Survey

Class B responses (n=30)
Question

Yes

No

Did you access the DLOs when completing
your homework?

23

7

Did you access the DLOs when studying for
your exam?

23

7

Did you find them helpful?

21

4

Somewhat

5

Class C responses (n=49)
Question

Yes

No

Did you access the DLOs when completing
your homework?

41

8

Did you access the DLOs when studying for
your exam?

30

19

Did you find them helpful?

32

7

Somewhat

10

Average Exam Scores
Class

Exam 1

Exam 2

Exam 3

Final Ex

A (n=28)

83.4

62.0

73.3

71.9

B (n=30)

83.8

64.8

77.7

79.9*

C (n=48)

74.7*

74.8*

77.4

74.9

*Significant at the 0.01 level
Class A (Control) had no DLOs available.

 Students

perceived the DLOs were
advantageous to them
 DLOs were accessed for exam
preparation an average of 60%
 Final Survey
• Overall opinion of the DLOs for the course

 “Did

you find them helpful?”

Class B – 87% found DLOs helpful or somewhat
helpful
 Class C – 86 % found DLOs helpful or somewhat
helpful


 “Please

rate your overall opinion of the
availability of the DLOs and their
helpfulness for this course.”



Class B (86%)






Very positive – 33%
Positive – 53%

Class C (89%)




Very positive – 56%
Positive – 33%

Faculty Survey

 The

Livescribe Smartpen provides a userfriendly digital interface for traditional pen
and paper mathematical solutions with
voice
 Helpful in engaging students outside the
classroom
 Great advantage of accessibility for
students
 More inclusion in courses in the Department
of Agriculture, Geosciences and Natural
Resources

 Example

Problem (Dr. Sandy Mehlhorn)
 Welfare Analysis Graph: Externalities
(NRM 730)

